
PRSSSURE, FORCE AnD AREA - PRASHCE QUESTTONS
CALCI'LA?OR ALIOWED

1.

Find the pressure exerted by a force of 6OO Newtons on an area of metCtUtOf
30 mz.
Give yorrr answer in N/mz.

Fp A 6oo :3o = a-ON/*L

2.
An object is placed on a floor.
The area of the object in contact with the floor is 3 m2.
The pressure exerted by the object is 15 N/mz.

Find the force exerted by the object on the floor, in Newtons.

3 X 15= Lr= N
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J.

A box exerts a force of 24O Newtons on a tabie.
The pressure exerted on the table is 80 N/mz.

Find the erea of the box in contact with the table, in m2.

4.
Find the pressure exerted by a force of 72 Newtons on an area of 6 N lm2.
Give your answer in N/mz.
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5.
An object exerts a force of 8OO Newtons on a floor.
The pressure exerted on the floor is 160 N/me"

Find the area of the object in contact with the floor, in m2.
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6.
An object is placed on a table.
The area of the object in contact with the table is 1.8 m2.

The pressure exerted by the object is 50 Nlm'.

Find the force exerted by the object on the tabie, in Ner,vtons.

1.8 Xeo= tCB N

7"

A crate is placed on a pallet.
The crate exerts a force of 1,200 Newtons on the pailet.
The area of the crate in contact with the pallet is 16 m2.

Find the pressure exerted by the crate on the paiiet, in N/mz.

t 12-ac a 16 = ?5 N /*-

8.
A dumbbell is placed on a floor.
The area of the dumbbell in contact with the floor is 0.4 m2.
The pressure exerted by the safe is 190 N/mz.

Find the force exerted brr the durnbhell on the floor, in Newtons.
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9.
Pictured beiow is a bclx.

7cm

3cm
12 crn

The force exerted by the box on the floor is 9 Newtons.

Find the pressure exerted by the box on the floor, in N/cmz.
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10.
Pictured below is a box.

The pressure exerted by the box on the floor is 1.2 N/cmz.

Find the force exerted by the box on the floor, in Newtons.

Wea,= 35 X t\ = 385 cnn2

Frc-e= t,LXitS= lSZ M
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11.
Pictured beiow is a cylinder.

The pressure exerted by the cylinder on the floor is 17.5 N lmz.

Find the force exerted by the cylinder on the floor, in Newtons.
Give your answer to 2 significant {igures.
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Pictured below are two objects - Object A and Object B,

90 cm

The force exerted by Object A on the floor is 1,980 Newtons.
The force exerted i:y Object B on the floor is 1,850 Nernrtons.

Which object exerts the largest pressure on the {1oor - Object A or Object B?
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13.
Pictured below is a cube.

The cul:e exerts a pressure of O.O3B N/cm: on the ground.

Find the force exerted by the cube on the ground, in Newtons.
Give yr:ur answer to 3 significant figures.
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The cuboid exerts a pressure of 1 .2 N /crn2 and a force of 1,550 Newtons on the ground.

Find x, to 2 significant figures.
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14.
Pictured below is a cuboid.

33 cm
2O cm



15.
Pictured below is a cylinder.

The cylinder exerts a pressure of 98 N/me and a force of 2,535 Newtons on tfre ground.

Find the volume of the cylinder, Sving your answer in m3 to 2 signilicant figures.
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16.
Pictured below is an cuboid.

76 cm

The cuboid exerts a pressure of 0.88 kiloPascats (kPa) and a force of 4,5O0 Newtons on
the ground.

1 kPa = 1,000 N/mz

Find the volume of the cuboid, grving your answer in m3 to 3 significant figures.
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